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WHY BUY TRACKER ONE GPS TRACKERS?
Tracker One is a Genuine 3G GPS Tracker capable of operating
on all current Australian Telcos/Carriers including
Telstra, Optus, Vodafone and Affiliates. The vast majority of
other trackers sold will only operate on Optus, Vodafone and
their Affiliates, limiting their use in some country areas where
only the Telstra Network is available.
DON’T BE CAUGHT OUT
Many trackers currently on the market are only 2G Compatible.
2G Frequencies have already been Shut down by Telstra and
Optus and by the end of 2017, 2G trackers will no longer be able
to operate in Australia.
USES
Tracker One can be used in pretty much anything that has
battery voltage of 12-36 volts Cars, Trucks, Buses, Heavy
Machinery, Caravans, Motorcycles. With Tracker One’s IP67
Water Proof Rating they can even be used in Boats, Yachts and
Jet-skis making Tracker One, one of the most versatile products
available on the market today.
PEACE OF MIND
Tracker One includes a 12 Month Australian Warranty and FREE
Lifetime use of our Tracking Website and Mobile Applications
with no ongoing Monthly or Annual fees.
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EASE OF INSTALLATION
A Standard installation requires only 3 Wires, 12v Constant,
Earth/Negative and Accessories, and typically takes
approximately 30 minutes. These cables are readily available
throughout most vehicles.
EASE OF USE
Tracker One is one of, if not, the easiest Tracker to set up and
use. To assist customers to use the different functions of the
Tracker, we include a ”Quick Start Guide” and USB Drive with
comprehensive instructions and individual “How To” Guides in
plain English with images.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Tracker One provides 7 Day support via our email system and
telephone support from 8am – 6pm (WST). Our Telephone
Support is based in Perth and manned by Knowledgable English
Speaking staff.
ONGOING COSTS
Tracker One research confirms the primary motivation of
customers is to locate their cars or other vehicles if stolen.
Customers can choose whichever Telco and Plan they prefer as
Tracker One can use any Data / SMS enabled Sim Card from any
Australian Carrier. Aldi Mobile 365 Day Plan typically uses
$20.00 per year to operate, this is cheaper than our competitor’s
monthly fees, however, we suggest customers research which
plan and Telco would best suit their requirements.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
Tracker One features include:  Geo Fence
The ability to set a perimeter around the vehicle, which if
breached, sends an alert to the owner by SMS.
 Speed Alarm
The ability to set a maximum speed, which if exceeded, sends
an alert to the owner by SMS.
 Low Power/Power Cut Alarm
If the battery power is low or cut off, an alert is sent to the
owner by SMS
 The Ability to Add Multiple Units to The Same Account
rather than having to log into a new account every time you
want to view a different vehicle.
 The Ability to set the Power/Performance depending of the
type of vehicle being tracked Eg. A Caravan which is only
used 3 months a year would have a lower current draw set
up to help stop the battery going flat when not in use
whereas a Vehicle used most days would be set to the most
accurate settings available.
 Accuracy to within 5 – 10 metres
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Route Recording
Not only does Tracker One show you exactly where your
vehicles are, but even more importantly where they have been.
Tracker One website integrates Vehicle Route Information
automatically recorded to its onboard memory, (as seen in the
image below) displaying where a vehicle has been, how long it
was there, average speed and retains this and other information
for a minimum of 3 Months or 2000 Waypoints giving businesses
incredible power to reconcile job invoices by displaying how
long a vehicle was at a job and how much time the customer was
actually charged, this is vital information to make sure your
employees are charging for REAL TIME and not discounting
costly labour charges.
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WEBSITE AND MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Having a Tracker without being able to view its location, is like
having a phone without a phone number. We offer our
customers FREE Lifetime use of our Tracking Website and both
iOS and Android Applications so no matter what device you are
using, we have you covered. Our software is full functioned but
more importantly, EASY to use, you will see some images of our
platforms below and on the following page.

The Mobile Application as seen above gives you the ability to
zoom in or out, switch to Playback Mode, Turn Alarms on or off,
check the device status but, most importantly Track Your
Valuables/Vehicles.
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Above you will see a Screen Shot of the Tracking Website.
Similar to the Mobile Application, a larger screen makes it easier
to view multiple vehicles on the same page and also makes it
much easier when setting up GEO Fences.
Another feature of the Tracking Website is that you can actually
send the device SMS commands, if required, for free, yes for
FREE, yet another way we minimize ongoing costs for you!
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